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Early morning Wake 
Up Shake Ups 



We have really enjoyed playing maths games such as 
Base Race! The aim is to practice and improve our 

counting skills. First, we pick a number we want to add 
up to. Then, starting from 0, we take it in turns to roll a 
dice, each time adding the numbers together until we 

reach our target number. Once we’ve reached our     
target number, we then start subtracting the numbers 
we roll with our dice all the way back down to 0! First 

one there wins! 

Base Race 



Freeze Frames 
In English we have discussed the meaning of 
‘inference’. We decided that when we infer, we must 
find evidence from the text to figure out an answer. 
Then, we used pictures from the story Romulus and 
Remus as prompts to create freeze frames. Putting 
our inference skills into practice, we explained,    
using adjectives, how we thought the characters 
were feeling in each scene. 



Year 4 written achievements! 



Year 4 written achievements! 



Romans Topic 
This terms topic began with the Romans. Year 4 have been 
exploring the story Escape from Pompeii and the Roman 
myth Romulus and Remus. We even enjoyed a special  
Roman themed day where a real archaeologist visited 

school to tell us about Roman artefacts! 



Using the new Chromebooks to      
research facts about Julius Caesar  



Global Goals 
We have been learning all about Global Goals 

this term! We have been discussing what it 
takes to be a 'global citizen' and the actions 

we can take to make a better world. We  
channelled our energy and enthusiasm into 
an inspiring piece of art for our classroom. 



 
 

In light of National Poetry 
day, Year 4 had a go at some 

performance poetry! 



House Cross-country 



Reading Skills 

To ensure we 
grasped a firm    
understanding of 
the story of     
Romulus and     
Remus, we have 
been practising our 
reading skills. The 
skills we worked on 
were: 
• Skimming and    
scanning 
• Fact retrieval 
• Word meaning 
• Summarising 



World Mental health 
Day 

On world mental 
health day we       
discussed what  
mental health is and 
how to grow our      
resilience. We also 
took part in some  
yoga and made   
worry stones! 



 

 
 

 

 Happy Halloween!  



UKLA Book Awards 

We helped author Julia Donaldson pick her 
‘best’ book to put up for the UKLA awards. 
In groups, we read one of her stories and 
analysed the language and illustrations 

based on a criteria grid. 



 

 
 
 

 Our Trip to London! 



 

 
 
 



 

 
 

 

 



 

 
 

 





London Landmarks in Art 



Our Class Assembly! 



William Wragg’s Visit to  
Brabyns 

We welcomed  MP William Wragg  to school to 
talk to the children about the election process, the 

Houses of Parliament and life as an MP.  



In the hall, we explored interesting 
facts about the Houses of Parliament 
including what happens in the House 
of Common and Lords.  



After learning about what happens 
within the Houses of Parliament and 
keeping up to date with the general 
election, we prepared for our very own 
election debate in assembly, where the 
rest of the school voted on their         
favourite manifesto.  



Brabyns Election 



Finding right angles in the 
classroom 



Christmas Panto! 



Christmas Production at the 
Church 



Merry Christmas! 



Thank you for a wonderful first 
term! 


